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Abstract 

Girish Karnad is a versatile dramatist who revived Indian drama in English. He enlarged its 

scope by introducing new techniques and thematic variations unparallel in the history of the 

theatrical activities in India. The most important feature of his plays, viewed from several 

perspectives, is the creation of female protagonists in radical manner. Karnad studied puranas, 

ancient Indian culture, myth, mythologies and folklores and takes women as presented in then 

prevalent culture and combines them with today’s modern women who struggle to establish her 

identity. His women revolt against male dominance and patriarchal social structure.  

 Girish Karnad, a living legend, is one of the most popular playwrights of Indian English 

drama. India has produced a number of playwrights but very few leave their impression on 

audience/reader and Girish Karnad is one of them. Especially the genre of drama came in limelight 

after some of the new dramatists like Mahesh Dattani, Vijay Tendulkar, Badal Sirkar, Girish Karnad 

etc. Karnads plays influenced Indian as well as European stage. His profound study of different 

schools theories study of different schools theories and world famous dramatists like Shakespeare, 

Show, Bricht, Rattigan, Osborne, Wesker, Grotonshi, Becket etc. shaped his dramatic general. He 

knows the great Indian dramatists, the Natyashastra, the Parsi theatre and the folk theatre and 

inherits cultural aspects which made him a realist. He was a humanist as his plays depict the reality 

and intricacies of human behavior. About the subject of the play, he says:  “… the subject of any play 

has to be the human spirit.”  

 As in post-colonial literature, women has become the center of discussion, Girish Karnad has 

also taken the issue seriously. Several movements were started for the liberation of women from the 

bandages of patriarchal culture. As Simon de Beauvoir puts it,  

 … One is not born but rather becomes a woman … It is civilization as a whole that produces 

this creature … which is described as feminine”.  
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 The lives of women have been manipulated in different ways. Their emotions are 

suppressed in the name of patriarchy. They are told to mould themselves according to values, norms 

and rules made for them. Sylvia Walby in “Theorising patriarch”, points out, it is a system of social 

structures and practices in which men dominate, oppress and exploit women”. 

Commenting on aspect of women’s condition in history of the world Showalter says, 

women’s relationship to themselves and society has been essentially static as fixed as to render 

women of the past, mute and dumb, unable to write, speak or even see the truth. The portrayal of 

women in literature ‘is traditional, intermediary and modern drama reveals many static gender 

related perceptions.’ 

The study of the history of Indian social, cultural and political background is required for the 

proper understanding of Karnad’s plays. He has shown historical characters in his plays and his 

characters are inspired with Indian mythologies. Indian society and culture, organized on the basis of 

chaturverna, patriarchal system and male dominance need to be explicated in order to mark the 

women’s position in the Indian social system. Since the past till present women’s condition in India 

has forgone under many changes. Women where highly respected and considerd the symbol of 

power, wealth and knowledge in the past. As it is mentioned in Rigveda, women were fully the equal 

of men as regards access to and capacity for the highest knowledge of the absolute Brahma. The 

most important thing is that.  

Worship of the mother Goddess by men made them see women as personifying power, 

wealth and as and knowledge. In the Hindu pantheon these attributes are symbolized by the female 

deities. With reference to women in Tendulkar’s play Bandyopadhay generalizes, “ his exercise 

generally falls into a pattern that projects a women as both provocateur and victim, and a somewhat 

marginalized observer confidante, who often doubles as narrator-commentator. The body of the 

women and institutional body of power came into collision in Tendulkar’s plays, sparking off and 

calling forth varying intensities of violence. 

Gargi, Maitreyi and Lopanundra were highly respected women of ancient times and gained 

highest statures in history. It is mentioned in the Brihadaranyaka Upnishada that women were given 

freedom, they reigned their kingdom, fought battles, took revenge, and under patriarchal 

domination sacrificed their lives also the stories of Sita, Savitri, Draupadi reminds us this fact. 

Women were defined as ‘Adi Shakti’. As the proverbial saying is that God lives in the place where 

women are worshipped: ‘Yatranaryastupuijyante, ramantetatradevatah’. 
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But in the later period this concept started disappearing and patriarchy took its control over 

her position and started suppressing her freedom and identity. Woman was no more considered 

independent. One male should always be there to protect her throughout her life. The impact of 

Manu’s philosophy about women had great impact on India sub consciousness and exerted drastic 

and degenerating results. And still have even though several socio-political movements are trying to 

favor a respected position for women in society. Women have lived a pathetic life throughout the 

ages and have been treated as marginalized beings. While commenting on women’s post colonial 

literature, Spivak writes: 

Within the effaced itinerary of the subaltern subject the track of sexual difference is doubly 

effaced…. It is rather, that both as object of colonial historiography and as subject of insurgency, the 

ideological construction of gender keeps the male dominant. If, in the context of colonial production, 

the subaltern has no history and cannot speak, the subaltern as female is one more deeply in 

shadow. 

Girish Karnad’s portrayal of women protagonists is very liberal. His mind is conditioned in 

the ambience, typical in the Hindu society and human relationship that the orthodox families and 

societies nurtured through the generations. As in Indian context women are backdrop of social, 

cultural and patriarchal structure. They are under male dominance but at the same time the 

dramatist envisages their search for emancipation, women as an individual, their aspiration and 

desires Karnad’s women performs, her role as a mother, wife, daughter, lover, social reformer and at 

the same time takes care of her desires and finds the way to achieve them in their own way. Besides 

other aspects of women’s personal roles in society, the dramatist prominently discusses the most 

discussed issue of sexuality. Karnad discusses women’ sexuality and adultery with such honesty, 

treating them as ‘normal’ and nothing sinful as he says:  

I used to know a married woman once who positively blossomed after she had an 

extramarital affair. If womanhood finds fulfillment in love that happens to be outside marriage, why 

should that be considered wrong? Radha’s love for Krishna was such. 

Karnad championed the cause of silenced womenfolk in Indian orthodox society. He not only 

exposed their subalternity but also infused energy in their lives so that they can express their 

emotions and can shift their place from corner to center. Yayati, Tughlaq, Hayavadana, Naga-

Mandala, Tale-Danda, The fire and the Rain, Flowers, Broken Images and wedding album illustrate 

the above proposition. 
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Yayati, the first play of Girish Karnad is highly relevant as for as women’s socio-psychological 

studies are concerned. Swarnlata, Sharmishtha, Devyani and Chitralekha represent subalternity of 

women under male dominant society. They are identifying as “other” ‘non-man’ or ‘second sex’ in 

society. His protagonist Padmini’ in Hayavadana is unlike of Rani of Naga Mandala.She is the 

daughter of a leading merchant of Dharampura. She enjoys a commanding position and nowhere is 

shown as weak character but she is a victim of her own weaknesses. Here, Karnad shows the 

temptation of a woman for a muscular body. Kapila says to Padmini: I know what you want, Padmini. 

Devdatta’s clever head and Kapila’s strong body. 

Naga-Mandala is a close study of Indian women, richly textured dramatic transmutation of 

two folk tales of Karnataka that are told to children while feeding them in the kitchen. It not only 

shows the ugliness of society where women are considered lower than men, where women are 

taught to be socialize in patriarchal society and to accept male superiority and to derogate their own 

sex and to cooperate in their own subbalternity. Vishakha and Nittilai belong to two different socio-

cultural background in the “Fire and the Rain”. Vishakha is the wife of Paravasu, a Brahmin, and 

daughter-in-law of Raibhya, a learned ascetic whereas Nittilal hails from a tribal community. Despite 

cultural polarities both experience similar socio-psychological taboos and restrictions and feel 

bounded. The two monologues, Flowers and Broken images also through light on the feminine 

issues. Flowers are the symbol of female body who always becomes the victim of men’s lustful eyes. 

Broken Images highlights the changing role, status and transfer motion in feminine psyche in 

modern world. Karnad has a deep comprehensive understanding of subalterns and his plays are the 

platform where he has raised the socio-political and cultural problems prevalent in Indian society.   

GirishKarnad has given prominent place to women in his plays and through his deep 

comprehensive study of Indian traditional socio-cultural ethos tried to delineate the position of 

women. He presented the outside limitations of society for the ‘second-sex’ and the inside 

aspirations for freedom. He elevated the position of women by placing them in the centre of action, 

who struggle audaciously against patriarchy, male dominance and male favoring culture by adopting 

the discourse of gender: 
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